Abstract This paper investigates the exact number of limit cycles given by the averaging theory of first order for the piecewise smooth integrable non-Hamiltonian system
Introduction and the main results
In recent years the studying of discontinuous differential systems has become one of the frontiers between mathematics, physics and engineering. This interest has been stimulated by discontinuous phenomena in mechanics, electrical engineering, biology, and the theory of automatic control(see, for instance, [1] , [9] , [16] , [27] and the references therein).
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As in the smooth differential systems, one of the main problem is to determine the number of limit cycles and their distributions. Therefore, the studying of periodic solutions of discontinuous differential systems can be seen as an extension of the Hilbert's 16th problem. For the study of Hilbert's 16th problem, we refer [4] , [12] , [15] , [17] , [18] and the references therein.
The piecewise differential systems with two zones separated by a straight line is the simplest case, and they can be expressed as follows: where p ± and q ± are C ∞ functions. We call system (1.1) to be a linear(resp.quadratic or cubic) piecewise smooth differential system if each of its sub-systems is linear(resp.quadratic or cubic).
For the general piecewise smooth differential systems (1.1), Coll et al.
[5] obtained the expressions for the first three Lyapunov constants. In [7] , [8] and [14] , the authors investigated the number of limit cycles for linear piecewise smooth differential systems. In [3] , [23] and [25] the authors studied the number of limit cycles or the bounded solutions for quadratic piecewise smooth differential systems. In [13] , [20] [21] and [28] [29] , the authors discussed the number of limit cycles bifurcating from the the period annulus, or near the origin, or near the generalized polycycles of the piecewise smooth Hamiltonian systems.
In [23] , Llibre and Mereu studied the maximum number of limit cycles given by the averaging theory of first order for discontinuous differential systems, which can bifurcate from the periodic orbits of the quadratic isochronous centerṡ x = −y + x 2 ,ẏ = x + xy andẋ = −y + x 2 − y 2 ,ẏ = x + 2xy (1.2) when they are perturbed insider the class of all discontinuous quadratic polynomial differential systems with the straight line of discontinuity y = 0.
In [19] , Li and Liu studied the following piecewise smooth perturbed integrable differential system
where a, b ∈ R, 0 < |ε| ≪ 1, and f ± and g ± are arbitrary polynomials of degree n.
In [10] , using the averaging method, Giné and Llibre studied the maximum number of limit cycles that can bifurcate from the period annulus surrounding the origin of the following cubic systeṁ
under the perturbations of arbitrary cubic polynomials, where h(x, y) = 0 is a conic such that h(0, 0) = 0. The conics in R 2 are classified as ellipses, complex ellipses, hyperbolas, two complex straight lines intersecting in real point, two intersecting real straight lines, parabolas, two real parallel straight lines, two complex parallel straight lines and one double real straight line. More precisely, a conic h = h(x, y) = 0 is given by one of the following nine cases:
(CL) Two complex straight lines intersecting in a real point h = (x + α) 2 + (y + β) 2 = 0 with αβ = 0.
(RL) Two real straight lines intersecting in a point (Lotka-Volterra systems) h = (x + α)(y + β) = 0 with αβ = 0.
(P) Parabola h = x − α − y 2 with α = 0.
(RPL) Two real parallel straight lines h = (x + α) 2 − 1 = 0 with α 2 = 1.
(CPL) Two complex parallel straight lines h = (x + α) 2 + 1 = 0.
(DL) One double invariant real straight line h = (x + α) 2 = 0 with α = 0.
Motivated by [23] , [19] and [10] , in this paper, we intend to study the number of limit cycles that can bifurcate from the period annulus surrounding the origin of the following cubic system 5) under the perturbations of all discontinuous polynomial of degree n with the straight line of discontinuity y = 0. More precisely, we will consider the number of limit cycles given by the averaging theory of first order for the following piecewise smooth integrable differential system 6) where ab = 0, 0 < |ε| ≪ 1, and
System (1.5) has the first integral H ± (x, y) = x 2 + y 2 with respect to x ≥ 0 and x < 0, and it is a piecewise smooth integrable non-Hamiltonian system with a generalized center (0, 0). It has one double invariant straight line (x + a) 2 = 0 (resp.
(x + b) 2 = 0) for the case a < 0 (resp. b > 0). Let 8) and denote by H(n) the maximum number of limit cycles of system (1.6) bifurcating from the period annulus 0<h<r 0 L h for all possible f ± (x, y) and g ± (x, y) satisfying (1.7) up to the first order averaging method. Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Consider system (1.6). Suppose that ab = 0. Then, for any n ≥ 1, we have
(1.9) Theorem 1.2. System (1.4) with h(x, y) = (x + a) 2 (a = 0) has exactly n limit cycles under the perturbations of arbitrary polynomials with degree n up to first order averaging function in ε bifurcating from the period annuli surrounding the origin. (ii) It was proved in [10] that system (1.4) with h(x, y) = (x + a) 2 (a = 0) has at most 4 limit cycles under the perturbations of arbitrary cubic polynomials up to first order averaging function in ε.
(iii) Suppose that a = b together with a
, then system (1.6) is smooth for all (x, y) ∈ R 2 . By Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we know that the piecewise smooth differential systems (1.6) can bifurcate at least twice the number of limit cycles than the corresponding smooth systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will give some preliminaries. In section 3, we will obtain the expression of averaged function and the lower bound of limit cycles for system (1.6). In section 4, we will obtain the upper bound of limit cycles for system (1.6) by Argument Principle. In section 5, we will prove Theorem 1.2.
Preliminaries
We first summarize some results on the first order averaging method for discontinuous differential systems. 
where Define the averaged function
We assume the following three conditions:
, R 2 and µ are locally Lipschitz with respect to r.
(ii) For a ∈ Σ 0 with f 0 (a) = 0, there exist a neighborhood V of a such that
(iii) If ∂µ/∂θ = 0, then for all (θ, r) ∈ M we have that (∂µ/∂θ)(θ, r) = 0; and if ∂µ/∂θ ≡ 0, then ∇ r µ,
∇ r µ denotes the gradient of the function µ restricted to variable r. Then for |ε| > 0 sufficiently small, there exists a T-periodic solution r(θ, ε) of system (2.1) such that r(0, ε) → 0 (in the sense of Hausdorff distance) as ε → 0.
In order to verify the hypothesis (ii) of Lemma 2.1, we have the following remark, see for instance [2] .
open interval of R and a ∈ D. Whenever the Jacobian of J f 0 (a) = 0, there exists a neighborhood V of a such that f 0 (r) = 0 for all r ∈ V \ {a}.
Lemma 2.2.
[6]. Consider p + 1 linearly independent analytical functions f i : U → R, i = 1, 2, · · · , p, where U ∈ R is an interval. Suppose that there exists j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , p} such that f j has constant sign. Then there exists p + 1 constants
has at least p simple zeros in U.
The expression of averaged function and the lower bounds
Let x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ. For x > 0, system (1.6) can be written as
where h 1 (r, θ) = (r cos θ + a) 2 . Then, we obtain
where
.
Similarly, we have
and h 2 (r, θ) = (r cos θ + b) 2 . It is known that X ± are well defined in (0, r 0 ) (where r 0 is defined by (1.8)). Hence, system (1.6) is equivalent to
It is obvious that F i (θ, r), R i (θ, r, ε), i = 1, 2 and µ(θ, r) = cos θ are locally Lipschitz with respect r. Since M = {(r, θ)|r ∈ (0, r 0 ), θ = π/2, 3π/2}, the function ∂µ(θ, r)/∂θ = − sin θ = 0 when (r, θ) ∈ M. According to Lemma 2.1 and (2.2), we need only to compute the number of simple zeros of the averaged function
here we assume that a
Since the coefficients a ± i,j and b ± i,j are arbitrary for i + j ≥ 0, σ i,j and τ i,j are also arbitrary. Also we note that the zeros of the function f 0 (r) coincide with the zeros of F (r) = rf 0 (r) in (0, r 0 ).
Hence, we consider the function F (r) instead of f 0 (r) in order to simplify further
(3.6) Lemma 3.1. The following equalities hold:
where i, j, k ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Proof. The formula (3.7) follows easily from the direct computations. Noting that the integrands of A i,j and B i,j in (3.6) are odd functions of θ and the formula
s cos 2s θ, we can get (3.8).
Now we begin to prove the first equality in (3.9) by induction on i.
(3.10)
The Eqn.(3.8) and the first equality in Eqn.(3.10) imply that the first equality in Eqn.(3.9) holds for i = 1, 2. Suppose that it holds for i = l. Then for i = l + 1, noting that Eqn.(3.10) we have
which implies that the first equality in Eqn.(3.9) holds for i = l + 1. The second formula in (3.9) can be proved similarly. This ends the proof. ♦ By (3.8), we have
By (3.9), we have
Hence,
Using the formula 1 (r cos θ + a) 2 dθ = r sin θ (r 2 − a 2 )(r cos θ + a) − a r 2 − a 2 1 r cos θ + a dθ,
we have
Thus, we have proved Lemma 3.2. F (r) can be expressed as
] .
Remark 3.1. (i) It is easy to see that
(ii) Since σ i,j and τ i,j are arbitrary, (3.11) implies that S i,j and T i,j are also arbitrary. ] + 1 and k = 1, 2, · · · , 2[
] + 1.
Proof. Suppose that n is odd. We have
where λ 1 = 6 + m(1), λ 2 = 10a 2 + 3a 2 m(1),
]−4 , ] − 1) can be chosen arbitrarily. In a similar way, we can prove that
] − 1) are also arbitrary. Following the same argument, we can prove the conclusion for n even. This ends the proof. ♦
In what follows, we intend to obtain the lower bounds of the number of zeros of F (r) by Lemma 2.2. To this end, we will suppose that r and F (r) are complex from now on. (ii) If b > 0, then B 0,0 (r) can be analytically extended to the complex domain
], 1 (r cos θ+a) 2 is analytic for r ∈ (−a, +∞). Of course, A 0,0 (r) = π 2 − π 2 1 (r cos θ+a) 2 dθ is analytic for r ∈ (−a, +∞). By directly computations, we obtain
(3.14)
So A 0,0 (r) satisfies the equation
Solving the above equation, we get
Noting that 1 √ a 2 −r 2 and 1 a 2 −r 2 is analytic in the domain C \ {r ∈ R|r 2 ≥ a 2 }, we obtain that A 0,0 (r) is analytic in the domain C \ {r ∈ R|r 2 ≥ a 2 }. Hence, A 0,0 (r) is analytic in the domain C \ {r ∈ R|r ≤ −a}. The result about B 00 can be proved similarly. ♦ For r < −a, denote A ± 0,0 (r) by the analytic continuation of A 0,0 (r) along an arc such that Im(r) > 0 (resp. Im(r) < 0). For r > b, denote B ± 0,0 (r) by the analytic continuation of B 0,0 (r) along an arc such that Im(r) > 0 (resp. Im(r) < 0). For other functions, we will use similar notations. where c 1 and c 2 are non-zero real constant and i 2 = −1.
Proof. From (3.15) and noting that A ± 0,0 (r) are both analytic continuation of A 0,0 (r), we have
Solving the above equation we obtain
where c ∈ C is a constant. Since A 
(ii) For a = −b and n = 2k :
(iii) For a = −b and n = 2k + 1:
(iv) For a = −b and n = 2k :
We need to prove α i = γ i = 0 (i = 0, 1, · · · , k + 1) and
From Φ(r) = 0, we have k+1 i=0 α i r 2i = 0, which implies that α i = 0 (i = 0, 1, · · · , k +1).
When r ∈ (b, +∞), we obtain that γ i = 0 (i = 0, 1, · · · , k + 1) similarly. Hence,
β i r i = 0, which implies β i = 0 (i = 1, 2, · · · , 2k + 1).
The other cases, such as a > 0 and b < 0, a < 0 and b > 0, and a < 0 and b < 0 can be proved similarly. Following the same argument, we can prove (ii)-(iv). ♦ Remark 3.2 By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.7 we can obtain the lower bounds of H(n) given by (1.9) in Theorem 1.1.
The upper bounds
In the following we will prove the upper bounds of H(n) given in Theorem 1.1 by using the Argument Principle. Suppose that a > 0, b > 0 and n is odd.
From now on we will denote by R a positive real number large enough and ε a positive real number small enough. Let C R be the circle centered at the origin and radius R and consider the points A, 
on the complex plane and denote by Ω its interior. Consider the counterclockwise orientation on G, see Fig. 1 . Let us use the notation ρ(F (r)) Γ to indicate the number of the complete turns of the vector F (r) around the path Γ in the counterclockwise direction.
On C − ε , Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 we know that F (r) ∼ and noting that the number of the complete turns are integer. Hence ρ(F (r))
, from Lemma 3.6 we have that F (r) is real if and only if ImF (r)=0, that is,
]. Similarly, we have ρ(
].
On C R,ε , from Lemma 3.5 we have r
] − 1. Combining the above cases, we have
By the Argument Principle, we obtain that F (r) has at most 4[
] + 1 zeros in Ω. Noting that F (0) = 0, we have
We can prove results for other cases similarly. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of the Theorem 1.2
For the sake of clearness, we list the perturbed smooth integrable differential system as following Just following the idea in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we can obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. The generating functions of F (r) are the the following linearly independent functions.
(i) For n = 2k + 1:
, V 0,0 (r) − 2π a 2 , r 2i V 0,0 (r) 1≤i≤k+1 .
(ii) For n = 2k :
Hence, by Lemma 2.2 and Argument Principle, we can prove Theorem 1.2. This ends the proof.
